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2 Northern Ireland Energy Strategy: Call to Evidence
This document is presented as a response specifically to questions 22 and 23 of the Northern Ireland Department
for the Economy Energy Strategy Call for Evidence:
•
•

Q22: What evidence can you provide on the opportunities for district heating schemes in Northern
Ireland and where should responsibility lie for facilitating these?
Q23: Can you provide any evidence or information on the opportunities for geothermal heat supply?

Although this document pertains to a geothermal resource that covers the entire UK, it is relevant to a Northern
Irish perspective by placing the local NI opportunity within a wider national context. This wider national resource
viewpoint also provides some protection from risk for Northern Ireland, as opposed to a project undertaken
solely within the province borders - it does not have to shoulder any burden associated with initial development
alone. While there are some issues that increase the challenges in Northern Ireland, there are other aspects
that increase the attraction of geothermal for the province over other parts of the UK.
This document addresses the first part of Q22 (opportunities) rather than responsibility for them. However, it
is envisaged that any shift from oil and gas and other sources of heating fuel to district heating will (in the initial
stages at least) necessarily involve state strategic planning and incentives. The long-term view however must
look to public-private partnership as discussed more fully in section 5.3. A national geothermal company (NGC)
in the same way that other countries have national oil companies (NOC’s) is not something I actively suggest –
but it might not be an inappropriate concept to consider either.
General aspects of the resource are covered throughout the document. Commercial and technical aspects of
the preliminary resource evaluation, explicitly for Northern Ireland, are dealt with in the figures and text of
section 5.6, and section 5.7. A section addressing the issues and benefits for Northern Ireland (section 7) covers
ground that is relevant to many of the other questions posed in the call to evidence, but these are addressed
more informally. Q22 and Q23 are the focus.
My thanks go to the Geological Survey of Northern Ireland for initially drawing my attention to this call for
evidence. Please feel free to share the document publicly and with any other UK government or regional
authorities that may be interested. The work associated with this document is part of an ongoing project by
Paetoro Consulting UK Ltd and is solely the view of the author. The project is however being conducted with
informal inputs from other geotechnical professionals in the UK and Europe.
Please note that the maps and figures in this document are compiled in ArcGIS software from a number of quite
old original documents and hence the georeferenced location accuracy is a work in progress. The accuracy
claimed is approximate only and improvements are ongoing. Some of the maps are at this stage are a little busy,
or small, for which I apologise. Expanded versions, within reason, are happily provided on request.
Dr. Dave Waters, Director Paetoro Consulting UK Ltd, March 2020.

3 Key abbreviations and terms
ADE
AOI
Aquifer

ARPA-E
BGS

Association for Decentralised Energy (UK)
Area of Interest
Occasionally used in this study in the context of a subsurface water resource. It is a
hydrogeological term used in a variety of application contexts including potable water
supply. In this study, where geothermal resource is deeper, the term “reservoir” is
synonymous and used in preference (see below).
Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (US)
British Geological Survey
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de-risk
EGS

Mesozoic

NI
P-T
Paetoro
Permo-Triassic

Play

Play-AOI’s
poroperm
reservoir

Sherwood Sandstone

The process of obtaining data and performing analysis to increase the chance of
commercial success and reduce the chance of commercial failure.
Enhanced Geothermal Systems. This is where hydraulic, chemical, or thermal
methods are used to help “stimulate” a geothermal aquifer. If hydraulic methods are
used, they tend to be milder than the “fracking” used in the hydrocarbon industry,
but the principle is the same. This study proceeds on the premise that fracking and
EGS will not be permissible and that the targeted reservoirs have to perform without
such stimulation.
A period of geological time pertaining to the period roughly 250 to 65 million years
ago. The Permo-Triassic interval described below extends outside this, but its main
potential is within the Mesozoic, in the Triassic from roughly 250-200 million years
ago. The phrase “Mesozoic Basin” is therefore sometimes used to delineate the
primary extent of the Permo-Triassic play.
Northern Ireland.
Permo-Triassic - see below.
Shorthand for Paetoro Consulting UK Ltd. (www.paetoro.com) est. 2016, registered in
England and Wales, of which the author is (sole) Director.
Permo-Triassic – a geological time period from roughly 300 million years ago to 200
million years ago during which the reservoirs under discussion in this study were
deposited.
A resource confined to a particular geological interval, which may have a number of
different mappable “play elements” that contribute to optimising any exploration and
exploitation.
The local areas of interest defined by crude heat-demand mapping within the
Mesozoic basins relevant to the Permo-Triassic play.
A term used informally to describe the combined properties of porosity and
permeability in an underground reservoir.
A rock unit at depth with sufficient porosity to hold significant amounts of fluid in the
subsurface. In our context we also infer that this can be produced at the surface on
drilling.
One of the most important (Triassic aged) geological units in the UK from a PermoTriassic geothermal resource perspective.

4 Executive Summary
This study considers the geothermal resource associated with Permo-Triassic sedimentary reservoir reservoirs
that underlie much of the UK, including Northern Ireland, Eastern England, the West Midlands, and Southern
England. The temperatures available imply a warm and hot water resource, not one currently suitable for steam
and electricity generation. When heating accounts for 45% of the UK primary energy demand, that should not
downgrade consideration. The growing interest in district heating networks as a clean alternative to gas and oilbased heating, in the face of increased climate and emission concerns, provides a new dynamic to evaluation of
this long-recognised resource. The resource is located in regions of the UK thirsty for growth and urban renewal.
The objective of this study is not to demonstrate that this resource is economically viable, or to produce a final
technical study. It makes no presumption about the economic viability of the resource now or in the future,
and the technical aspects require a lot of further work resolving detail of the resource extent and feasibility. The
study casts the net wide enough to capture any elevated temperatures (>30 deg C and up to ~ 90 deg C max) in
the target units. Whether all of these have any future as an economic resource in the near or long term is for
further work to decide, not this study. What it does do, is demonstrate that the scale of the resource is sufficient
to justify further work that can do so.
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This is a scoping study whose primary purpose is to delineate the resource and develop a workflow that can
prioritise now the specific areas of most interest. Though the technical data available to the study is “broad” in
scope, it is fit for this purpose, but is imperfect and will be revised. The analysis prioritises individual sites by
assessing various key technical and commercial elements at each one, and then looking to see where all
elements combine most favourably. The results are preliminary and subject to modification, but they serve to
provide ranked geographical focus for further technical evaluation. In the context of the Northern Ireland Energy
Strategy Call to Evidence, sections and figures devoted to the resource’s particular relevance for the province
are included throughout the document (see contents 1 and the figure/table listings which follow).
The identification of these areas of interest is not just in one or two locations, but in scores of locations
nationwide. The net was cast very wide. In total 334 individual sites with an inferred resource hotter than 30
deg C were evaluated, although only 179 of these are thought to involve reservoir temperatures of more than
50 deg C. For 60 deg C and 70 deg C the numbers reduce to 139 and 29 respectively. The number of potential
sites that are present differentiates this resource from some of the other geothermal resources present in the
UK. Such a scale is of assistance in generating interest from state, private and corporate investors and it provides
justification for further evaluation and incorporation in strategic energy policy considerations.
Historically in the UK many geothermal projects have been undertaken piecemeal – one at a time. Every
geothermal project carries significant geological risk, and in this regard geothermal exploration shares
characteristics with oil exploration, but the products are very different in character and price. That makes
commercial considerations project-critical right from the very start of any regional scale scoping geothermal
study - heat demand in particular. Heat demand estimates have been included in the analysis as an important
control on area-selection.
Geological risk is also a constant issue in geothermal exploration. This can be managed. In hydrocarbon
exploration it is managed through portfolio theory – evaluating a large number of projects and prioritising those
that are considered the best in terms of risked reward. This shares risk and increases the ultimate scale of
reward possible. The successful projects then carry the costs of any failures – not something possible to those
investing in only one make-or-break project. To adopt a portfolio approach requires a large number of
favourable projects to ensure some degree of success.
As with hydrocarbon exploration, geothermal exploration also requires a large initial capital outlay as well as
risk. The initial capital outlays and risk are further reasons why “thinking-big” in portfolio terms across many
projects is necessary and far preferable to individual one-at-a-time projects. On the positive side a successful
geothermal resource, once established, can continue for many decades with relatively little extra operating cost.
The central conclusion of this study is that the UK Permo-Triassic geothermal reservoir represents a resource of
a scale sufficient to supply this breadth - and hence allow a portfolio approach. In short it is big enough to
warrant further nationwide investigation. That does not guarantee economic feasibility, but it increases the
chances of it. It does not guarantee the success of any one project, but it increases the chance that some projects
will be sufficiently successful to carry the costs of any failures.
The identification of specific areas of interest allows much more detailed technical work to proceed. This can
assist future de-risking of the opportunities, increasing chances of success, and discarding of more problematic
areas as the full technical story emerges. It can allow fuller assessment of economic feasibility, and if there are
“busts” in the economics, identify what they are quantitively. This means the resource can always be revaluated
in the light of any new developments from constantly evolving geothermal and district heating technologies.
This also allows any regulatory handicaps which emerge from further analysis to be duly reconsidered and
adjusted at both regional and national levels.
The claims for geothermal as a resource in the UK need to be moderated with many technical and commercial
caveats. They are unlikely to transform the UK energy scene overnight. However, they remain one of many
new interesting energy sources that do have undeveloped potential at scale, and which can contribute to district
heating schemes when they are present.
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It is the intention to make this document and associated files available via my company website
www.paetoro.com over the next few weeks, for ease of download, and provision of higher resolution figures
and tables.

5 UK wide Permo-Triassic scoping geothermal
resource mapping
5.1 Global energy & UK context
Attention on UK geothermal potential has over past decades focussed largely on steam for electricity generation.
This has necessarily focussed on relatively few projects in fairly limited geographical areas, where the rocks are
hot enough near the surface to be commercially accessible by drilling. Such projects are underway in Cornwall
now.
The discussion of geothermal resources in the UK as a source of hot water is a fundamentally different
proposition with widespread applications in many areas of the UK. It has long been considered but is faced with
inherent geological risks and competition from cheap gas provision for heating, so has not as yet achieved
significant momentum. The increasing awareness of the cost of CO2 emissions to the environment globally is
driving a new change in that dynamic.
In 2018 BEIS noted that 45% of the UK’s energy needs are for heating usage, and that 75% of that comes from
either oil or gas supplies (Figure 1). The ability to diversify away from use of hydrocarbons for heating use is
therefore one of the single most important steps to emissions reduction that the UK can make. Any serious
attempt to reduce UK CO2 emissions cannot ignore this component.

Figure 1: Energy and Heat supply in the UK

The decision of European countries such as Netherlands and Denmark to strategically shift away from gas for
heating as much as possible has led to incipient “geothermal-for-district-heating” industries. More European
countries are doing so. Scientists, drillers and engineers in those countries are becoming increasingly adept at
utilising such resources.
The economics of such resources for commercial use depends on many variables. Importantly these change
with time and can be influenced significantly by things such as government regulations and the scales of
deployment. Before any economic analysis can be applied however, it is first necessary to assess the national
scale size of the resource that exists, with no a-priori assumptions about its economics, which may easily change
with time. Only when the scale of a national resource is apparent, can the economics be assessed meaningfully
and strategic policy decisions at a national scale be justified.
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5.2 Geothermal play mapping
To accurately delineate the scale of any resource requires an abundance of data, and not just that but an
assurance that the information needed can be acquired at specific locations. This study does not have access to
detailed data of the resolution necessary to make final conclusions of this nature. It makes no claim to be able
to do so.
However, work of the British Geological Survey (BGS) since the seventies and general geological studies in
published scientific literature, combined with compilations of UK heat demand (Hotmaps:
https://www.hotmaps.hevs.ch/map), and locations of existing large district heating networks (ADE
https://www.theade.co.uk/resources/guidance/district-heating-installation-map) already provide scoping
studies that allow identification of good places to start looking in more detail.
In the earth sciences, a concept of “play mapping” is often used, where a particular resource type associated
with a geological interval is referred to as a “play”. All the different elements which contribute to its quality are
first mapped individually. Then by combining them, a view of where all the good elements come together best,
allows a nationwide ranking of many individual area opportunities on a technical basis. This has been done in
the hydrocarbon exploration industry for many decades. It is also possible to take this concept another step
further and also include mapping of commercial elements such as heat demand maps and existing district
heating works (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Commercially Integrated Geothermal Play Mapping

The aim of this study has been to do so at a scoping level. It makes no claim for the economics of such resources
(since that is amongst other things time variant), and merely points to the existence of a resource. What it does
allow immediately is a sense of the large nationwide scale of the resource, and a highlighting of those locations
where any effort to acquire more data is highest priority.

5.3 Public-Private Partnership and geological risk
Any major changes to the way in which a country obtains heat inevitably involves state planning, regulations
and incentives. A lot of effort is currently focussed on improving the feasibility of district heating networks in
the UK, such as have been deployed in the likes of Copenhagen, Hamburg, and many other European cities.
These are networks for water-based heat, which a bit like an electrical grid, can take inputs from multiple sources
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and distribute them over an area. They enable renewables of all kinds and industrial waste heat to feed more
directly into heat provision.
However, no government can commit taxpayer resources to such important changes without evidence justifying
it. That involves an assurance that the exercise can be completed at a scale sufficient to justify the cost and
effort involved. This study aims to highlight that deep geothermal heat from a nationwide set of Permo-Triassic
reservoirs for district heating may well have that scale.
Similarly, the state cannot be expected to pay blank-cheques indefinitely for new enterprises of this kind, or
even to speculate in the short term on new ones without sufficient justification. There needs to be an assurance
that having assisted with incentivising new infrastructure, there comes a point at which the endeavours become
profitable in their own right and can be sold or partnered with private enterprises for further investment. Again,
what the private investment community needs to see - for this to become viable and attractive - is a sense that
the size of the reward is large, sustainable, and not limited to a few isolated projects here and there. Investors
are often surprisingly comfortable with risk, but what they do need is a sense of ultimate scale and a visible path
to deployment on that scale. This study aims to illustrate that potential exists for the Permo-Triassic reservoir in
UK. This is especially so if it is viewed as only one component of a more significant commitment to district
heating networks that other renewable and waste heat energy sources can contribute to.
Any project which involves the subsurface necessarily involves geological risk. Before we drill into the subsurface,
our assumptions of what is down there are based on assumptions from imperfect data sets. The subsurface
always has the capacity to surprise. For warm water geothermal this is mainly related to the thickness,
permeability, and lateral continuity of any subsurface reservoir. This of course has also long been the case with
the hydrocarbon industry. That some drilling endeavours will be unsuccessful is understood and does not
impede exploration.
The way in which the hydrocarbon industry deals with this issue is to have a portfolio of many projects, so that
as long as a certain percentage are successful, the reward is sufficient to carry any failures. This concept again
emphasises the need for many projects rather than one here or there. This in itself further leads to a conclusion
that such endeavours are best undertaken with a co-ordinating corporate partnership and/or state umbrella
involved. Smaller niche companies can be involved at particular locations, but to truly account for the geological
risks, an investing body with the capacity for multiple projects is needed.
The US ARPA-E approach provides an interesting template for early stage investment modelling of emerging
concepts (https://arpa-e.energy.gov/).
In the past some astute (some would say brave) councils (e.g. Southampton: https://www.theade.co.uk/casestudies/visionary/southampton-district-energy-scheme) have independently gone ahead with geothermal
district heating projects in the UK. However, it is a lot to expect of our councils, universities, and hospitals, to
accept these levels of geological risk on single projects, and it seems unlikely to form a widely adopted norm.
A scheme where some level of project-risk-carriage and investment is provided by larger umbrella organisations
such as the state or large corporations or a partnership thereof, but into which smaller organisations such as the
above can invest and act as stakeholders, makes better sense. This allows sharing of the risk across many
projects nationally, but perhaps providing options for those smaller bodies a greater stake in any local successes.
The detail of any such scheme requires a lot of thought and is not within the remit of this study. Suffice to say
it seems eminently possible if our best commercial analysts are asked to put their minds to the task.

5.4 Economics, direct use and heat pumps
The economics of a warm reservoir resource for use in district heating depends on many variables. The most
fundamental ones include:
•
•

What price can a hot water resource reach in a given area, and what are the competing sources
available?
What are the exploration techniques required to define the resource sufficiently for drilling?
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•
•

•
•

What is the drilling cost to reach and develop the resources and how many boreholes will be needed?
What volume of warm water can be [reliably] delivered by the resource and at what temperature
(controlled amongst other things by the permeability, thickness, depth, heat flow, and reservoir lateral
continuity).
Will the resource be used directly at the temperature it provides, or will heat pumps be required to
condense the heat to hotter temperatures prior to distribution and use?
Do heat networks already exist at the location that can be fed into, or will new ones be required and if
so, at what cost?

This study does not intend to further address the economics, since at this stage the technical resolution of the
resource is still preliminary. It is however useful to know these key factors affecting the economics so that
preliminary screening and prioritisation of sites can be undertaken. The best geotechnical sites may not be the
best sites for commercial development, and it is important to grasp that early on in any analysis. This differs
from the hydrocarbon industry where the discovery of a resource and the sale price available is more often
sufficient to warrant new infrastructure, especially onshore. For a geothermal resource this cannot be taken for
granted.
If a heat resource is accessed by drilling from the surface, the hot water supplied can sometimes be used directly
at the temperature it is found. That is the best and cheapest option for geothermal warm water resources. A
good example of this is the widespread use of geothermal heating for large horticultural greenhouse complexes
in the Netherlands. Building heating also might not require very high temperatures. However, if a need for
hotter temperatures is required, such as for hot water supplies to hospitals, industry, or residentially, then heat
pumps are necessary to extract the heat from a larger volume of resource and redistribute it condensed into a
smaller volume. This impacts the costs and efficiency of the resource.
Such heat-pump supplied heat energy can only be extracted by cooling the original resource, and so the energy
available is constrained by how much the resource can be cooled. Heat extraction is only possible via cooling.
So, for example, if a geothermal resource is at 50 deg C when brought to the surface, but 70 deg C is needed for
the network, this output can be achieved with heat pumps. However, if the input water can only be cooled to
twenty degrees before recirculating into the ground for re-heating, then only 50-20 degrees = 30degC of heat
per volume of water can be supplied to the heat pump for heat extraction, not 50 degrees. These things need
not necessarily be “show-stoppers “ but they do impact the economics of deep geothermal sources relative to
other competing sources such as ground, river & lake-sourced heat pumps. There is a balance at which these
other sources, though cooler, start to make more economic sense because any costs (mainly drilling) are
significantly less.
Such economic analysis will be important at later stages, but it is first necessary to delineate the magnitude of
any geotechnical resource. This is the focus of this study, albeit with a layer of scoping commercial screening
overlain. That should also highlight areas where indirect use heat pump options have most chance of being
viable in any later analysis, but it is never guaranteed and depends on a variety of variables at each individual
location.

5.5 P-T play element mapping Part A: General approach
5.5.1 Workflow and objectives
In this Paetoro play mapping exercise, various resources are used to map both commercial and geotechnical
elements of the Permo-Triassic geothermal reservoir play nationally. Paetoro has a commercial licence for
ArcGIS software which it uses for such mapping. The maps and data produced for this study are available in
digital ArcGIS formats.
The commercial elements provide an initial screening and definition of areas of interest (AOI’s). These AOI’s are
then ranked according to their performance in each individual play element. Typically, these values range
between 1 and 5, 7,or 10, with 1 being the best, highest rank, and the larger the number the lower the ranking.
The sum of the individual “play” elements is then used to guide an overall national ranking of the areas of interest.
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As analysis matures, it is always the case than new play elements can be mapped and incorporated into such
calculations. For example, at the minute, no account is taken of how difficult it might be to apply various
exploration techniques to the areas. To do so requires an initial study like this one to highlight the areas of most
interest, and questions like this can then be addressed more easily and specifically. To do so nationally for the
entire country would be a hugely time-consuming task. When such analyses are completed, any results can be
incorporated. Such play-mapping is not therefore frozen in time, but constantly evolving, and constantly being
improved and resolved in more detail.
It is important to stress that at this early scoping stage this “scoring” is relatively arbitrary, and attributes more
or less equal weighting to each element. In truth, some things will emerge with time as much more important.
The categories that exist at present are also very broad in scope, lacking in further necessary detail. With time
and analysis, it will be possible to become much more detailed. The results presented here, it cannot be stressed
enough, are very preliminary. Their primary aim is to present a workflow, the potential scale of the resource,
and to highlight some areas for initial focus, rather than any pretention to a final result.

5.5.2 Initial play-area filters
At a very broad scale, BGS geological mapping delineates the extent of the Permo-Triassic reservoir play. This
can be defined by where the rocks in question occur at the surface, and where they are thought to be overlain
by rocks of a younger age, as shown in those areas of colour fill Figure 3. Areas where these Permo-Triassic
reservoir units are thought to be particularly well developed and deep enough to provide a geothermal resource
are highlighted by the Mesozoic clastic basin outlines (purple) in Figure 4. Where there are two polygon outlines,
the smaller roughly delineates areas of deepest (and hottest) potential. Focus has been intentionally on
resources deeper than 1km. Potable water resource is a locally consideration for the Permo-Triassic reservoir
in UK and it is important to have significant distance buffers between this shallow use and deeper geothermal
use.
Note that the areas of best Permo-Triassic reservoir play development are not the same as the areas of highest
UK heat flow. This is not a cause for concern. While “hot” is good where you can find it, what is more important
for a district heating geothermal resource is an assurance of a dependable volume of warm or hot water. Heat
energy is not just a product of temperature, but a product of temperature and volume. Depending on the precise
details, more heat energy can be extracted from very large volumes at a lower temperature than from a small
volume at higher temperature. While heat-pumps add extra costs to a project, they are able to extract
commercial heat from Scottish rivers (not known for their warmth!) let alone from much warmer resources.
These considerations are more about cost and relative economics than technical feasibility.
As the inset to Figure 4 shows, the Permo-Triassic Reservoir is but one of many possible geothermal resources.
Organisations around the UK are looking into these other resources too. However, for reasons that will be
discussed in more detail later - an attraction of Permo-Triassic sediments is their ability to most reliably deliver
the largest volumes of warm water volume for the least drilling cost over very significant areas of the UK.
The analysis of this study therefore has a first area-screening filter applied to the mapped areas of these
Mesozoic Basins. Areas outside these are not considered. There are five main basin areas:
•
•
•
•

Northern Ireland (NI)
East of England/East Midlands (EEng)
West Midlands (WMid)
Southern England (SEng)

These can be subdivided loosely into the following (sub-) basins:
•
•
•
•
•

Ballycastle Basin (NI)
Larne Basin (NI)
East Yorkshire Basin (EEng)
East Lincolnshire (EEng)
Cheshire Basin (WMid)
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•
•

Worcester Basin (WMid)
Weald/Wessex Basin (SEng)

Within these basins the different Perm-Triassic units with geothermal reservoir potential have many different
formation names, but one of the most prospective (i.e. promising) is the Triassic aged Sherwood Sandstone,
shown in yellows in Figure 5. Other Permian aged units are also of some interest and can locally work well, but
tend (not always) to be more localised, thin, and variable in quality. The Sherwood Sandstone is important in
having almost nationwide extent, decent thicknesses and reasonably good reservoir properties for geothermal
exploitation.

Figure 3: BGS mapping of the extent of Permo-Triassic Reservoir in UK

Figure 4: BGS mapping of the extent of deeper Permo-Triassic Basins and UK Heat Flow
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Figure 5: Permo-Triassic units of interest in the Permo-Triassic play

5.5.3 Some basics about rocks and reservoir quality
It is useful before a discussion of hazards and environmental considerations, to first understand some basics
about the sedimentary rocks that form the Permo-Triassic play target. Rocks fall into three broad categories –
igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic – respectively those once molten and cooled, those deposited by
surface processes, and those from either prior category subsequently changed in composition and fabric by
burial-related pressure and temperature.
Another differentiation is clastic and crystalline rocks. The former are made up in their primary stage of
formation by particles assembled and packed at the surface. They are hence sedimentary rocks, and they often
have significant gaps between the particles when they form – called primary porosity. Igneous and metamorphic
rocks typically involve new minerals forming during their formation and are hence “crystalline”. Sometimes at
temperature and pressure, or at the introduction of hot hydrothermal fluids, some minerals in a rock can dissolve
and form a “secondary porosity”, but in most cases though, the process of burial progressively compacts and
destroys porosity in a rock, and may also introduce new fluids that precipitate new minerals within the gaps or
“pores”.
This means both igneous and metamorphic rocks tend to be crystalline rocks with little porosity. Of the clastic
rocks, the ones with the best porosity and permeability (a.k.a. poroperm) are those like the Triassic aged
Sherwood Sandstone which are dominated by sandstones with good gaps between the particles. Clastic rocks
that are made up of small particles and clays have lower porosity and permeability. Sometimes the porosity can
still be decent, but clay minerals clog up the throats between pores and that hinders permeability.
The Permo-Triassic rocks targeted as reservoirs in this study’s geothermal “play” are coarse grained clastic rocks
-i.e. dominated by sandstones. The assumption is that they can have their own inherently good porosity and
permeability. That might not always be the case as sometimes even sandstones can be clogged with clays and
secondary minerals forming at depth – but we know from boreholes drilled in the UK and published literature
about offshore areas, that the Sherwood Sandstone and sometimes the Permian sandstones below it, are
frequently (not always) capable of good porosity and permeability.
Figure 6 shows some of the results from three key geothermal wells drilled in the UK in the 1980’s, illustrating
this. Another well – Marchwood-1 was near to the Southampton-1 well and had similar results at the PermoTriassic level. Figure 7 is a preliminary collation of Permo-Triassic porosity and permeability data from published
literature for the UK onshore and offshore and also illustrates that good quality reservoir is present in some
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locations. However, it also illustrates that it is not always guaranteed, and this is one of the main uncertainties
in deep geothermal exploration. This is one of the main reasons why a portfolio approach of multiple projects
is necessary for geothermally sourced district heating to gain traction. Depending on a success at one site only
carries too much risk to attract serious and sustained long term investments.
The ability of the reservoir to deliver large volumes of water, thanks to a good permeability over a substantial
thickness, is never fully guaranteed until the reservoir is penetrated by a borehole. Even then, if the area is very
structurally complicated, faults may hinder communication laterally within the reservoir, so it is only after
production testing that results are adequately understood. As a very broad generalisation, it is worth noting
that the Northern Irish and Eastern England Basins are likely to be less structurally complex than the more
internal and deformed Chester, Worcester, and Wessex Basins, but these are questions that further data
collation and acquisition can help answer.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate quantitatively some of this uncertainty. As a general rule of thumb, a reservoir
of about 100m thickness and at least 50mD (millidarcy) permeability is needed to form a good geothermal
reservoir in sedimentary reservoirs. At first glance, Figure 8 suggests there is a relatively low chance of this –
with a 70% chance of being lower than this if the absence of all other information. This however ignores all the
other exploration data-acquisition and analysis that can go on to de-risk geothermal exploration before drilling
a borehole. It does serve to remind however, that there is always an element of geological risk involved. This
will vary according to the particular geological unit drilled and the peculiarities of a particular location, as
illustrated with some examples form the Cheshire Basin in Figure 9.
Geological interpretations of the environments that rocks are deposited in, and assumptions about their lateral
continuity, can also help us predict the quality of the reservoir before we have drilled in a particular location,
though there is always an element of uncertainty and risk. Figure 10 provides one example of how decades of
onshore and offshore drilling can help constrain the original depositional environments of Permo-Triassic rocks,
and this helps guide us to where the poroperm “sweet-spots” will be located.
It is important to note that reservoir quality – made up of three key factors – poroperm, thickness, and lateral
continuity, are not incorporated in any detail in this first scoping stage of play analysis. Thickness is looked at
for the Sherwood Sandstone, but the data points controlling the contours at this stage are relatively sparse and
further resolution will be needed. A good thickness would normally also imply good lateral extent and to some
degree, better reservoir quality, but such assumptions cannot be guaranteed and will require more detailed data
collation and acquisition efforts. Reservoir quality in this initial scoping play assessment is largely confined to
the Sherwood thickness estimates of BGS, but it serves to illustrate the workflow, which can easily be
embellished to incorporate further data later.
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Figure 6: Results of three key geothermal wells drilled in the UK

Figure 7: Permo-Triassic reservoir porosity and permeability from onshore UK and surrounding offshore areas
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Figure 8: Permeability uncertainties and controls

Figure 9: Cheshire Basin core-plug permeability distributions
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Figure 10: Triassic depositional environments relevant to Sherwood Sandstone

5.5.4 Hazards, environmental considerations, and fracking
At more mature stages of analysis, perceived hazards and environmental considerations can be fully integrated
into play mapping - as local knowledge of individual locations is increased. For now, we limit discussion to a
broad introduction of the most important issues.
5.5.4.1
Fracking
One of the premises of this study is that the Permo-Triassic play is capable of being exploited without fracking.
The rocks that are being sought are envisaged as having adequate porosity and permeability to deliver flow
without “fracking” or the somewhat milder geothermal equivalent of EGS (enhanced geothermal systems).
Undeniably an ability to perform closely monitored and tightly controlled stimulations of an EGS nature would
help increase the number of scenarios that might be considered economic from a water flow volume perspective,
but the primary assumption of this study is that it will not be possible and that sufficient poroperm needs to be
delivered by the geothermal exploration methods, without later EGS or fracking. This is something that will be
discussed further with the geothermal technical community to assure feasibility. It is worth understanding the
principle of racking in a little bit more detail, in order to understand why it may not be needed.
Fracking is banned in the UK onshore. The objective of fracking is to increase permeability in rocks that do not
have good permeability already, to allow greater flow of the fluids they contain. In the hydrocarbon industry,
this is typically performed in shales or “tight” limestones that are generating hydrocarbons – “tight” being a
phrase indicating low poroperm – but not allowing easing access from within entrapment within the rock to a
borehole. The process of generating new permeability involves pumping new fluids into the rock until the higher
fluid pressures induce fracture over a limited and controlled volume.
Induced seismicity issues sometimes arise when unmapped faults that are not detected pre-drill and pre-fracking
already have stresses that have built up over geological time. The introduction of these new fluids during
fracking can then sometimes lubricate the undetected fault and generate an earthquake. Adequate imaging and
avoidance of at-risk areas is the best antidote. The worst event recorded globally in a geothermal context was
at Pohang in South Korea when a magnitude 5.5 earthquake was generated. It is worth noting however, that
these events are not in the strict sense generated by the fracking itself, rather the process of fracking
prematurely liberates stresses that have already built up over time. Hence the worst-case scenarios are
generally in line with the seismicity that any given place would experience naturally over time.
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In the UK there have been induced seismicity issues with Cuadrilla’s shale-gas exploration in Lancashire,
generating earthquakes larger than anticipated. At their largest these have been magnitude 3’s, in line with UK’s
natural background seismicity. Much as this might seem small in the context of global seismicity, a magnitude
3 earthquake at shallow level located below buildings not designed with earthquakes in mind, and a public
unacquainted with such events, is not to be treated lightly. After concerns were raised, the fracking has been
stopped onshore nationwide. The assumption is that this will continue.
In the geothermal industry, igneous (especially granitic) rocks contain a higher proportion of radioactive rocks
that generate large amounts of heat with time and can form good targets for hot temperatures, but less so for
permeability. These are the crystalline rocks where permeability is low and hence can sometimes require EGS
methods. In a global context, fracking has been employed in geothermal exploration to help increase the
permeability of igneous rocks, or other rocks with lower than anticipated reservoir quality – i.e. when the
inherent poroperm has not been up to expectation. At other times, it is deployed to increase the permeability
of sedimentary rocks that are “tighter” than expectation, but our assumption is that this will not be permissible.
The resource has to demonstrate viability without it.
In UK the areas with highest heat flow are where these “radiothermal” igneous rocks occur. This occurs in
Scotland and northern England, but most notably in Cornwall where a number of geothermal projects targeting
deep hot granitic fault zones for steam and electricity generation are under way (see Figure 4). They are
targeting fault zones because these are places where the rocks can already be fractured and have workable
poroperm without necessitating EGS or fracking.
In this study the sedimentary rocks we are targeting are those which will possess inherent poroperm quality that
will not need stimulation of this kind. Such geological formations are already saturated with water, and there
would be no need to introduce significant pressure changes such as those accompanying fracking. Hence any
faults that might interact with the reservoir would not be significantly elevated above pressure conditions they
have already experienced for long periods of geological time, making the induced seismicity risk very slight.
5.5.4.2
Other Hazards
In certain situations, subsidence can be associated with geothermal exploration and development. The most
notorious case is of Staufen in Germany. This is a very specific example where evaporitic rocks have reacted
with the water and either dissolved or hydrated and expanded. Evaporitic rocks include halite, anhydrite, and
gypsum, amongst others. These are rocks that originally form at the surface in very saline water conditions that
precipitated these crystals out of the water to accumulate as sediments. Sometimes the process of burial strips
minerals like gypsum of water they have in their mineral structure, transforming them to anhydrite. There is a
volume change involved in this process.
The problems arise when fresher waters are then introduced to these rocks that formed under saline conditions.
They are either then re-dissolved, as in the case of gypsum and halite, or if anhydrite, they can absorb the water
transforming to gypsum and undergoing a volume change. When such processes take place near to the surface,
they can impact the surface considerably. This was the case at Staufen, where the boreholes were very shallow
– only 140 m deep. Consequently, they had an important impact at the surface, damaging some buildings. If
such a process had occurred much deeper, it is likely the changes would have been “cushioned” – i.e. distributed
over a much greater thickness of rock, and barely noticeable at the surface. The key thing in such situations is
to be aware of the potential hazard in advance and as far as possible to condition fluids to be more in chemical
equilibrium with the rocks around them.
In the Permo-Triassic reservoir play, there are evaporitic rocks present in some of the units above and below the
target reservoirs, so this is a consideration to keep in mind and monitor, however the depths of drilling being
considered are an order of magnitude greater than those at Staufen (>1km) and so the threat is far less.
Occasionally, smaller, mm-scale amounts of subsidence can sometimes be induced during geothermal
exploration simply due to increased movement of fluids occurring in the subsurface inducing minute amounts
of change in compaction. Modern satellite-based geodesy is very capable of detecting such changes very early,
and if any changes of are detected, it is possible to compensate with adjustments to flow into or out of the
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subsurface before they reach a magnitude of any concern. The deeper the reservoir, the less likely this is to be
a problem at the surface. Issues of this nature should not become problematic if adequate monitoring is in place.
Production or release of radon gas can sometimes be an issue for the exploitation of igneous rock reservoirs,
especially granites, but for sedimentary rocks of the Permo-Triassic play, it is not of concern. Only if deep fault
systems penetrating underlying granites were also cutting the reservoir, might it be worth considering. Such
risks going forward can be identified on a case by case basis, and in the areas under consideration are unlikely.
5.5.4.3
Environmental footprint
The impact to the environment can be considered in two stages – during exploration, and during any
development and production.
Modern electromagnetic methods of exploration are very low impact, requiring a team of individuals in the field
with largely backpack deployable tools. Seismic methods can sometimes have more impact, but this depends
on the type of seismic acquisition adopted. Where there is a need to reduce impact, there are workarounds
such as changing the seismic signal source type – low impact options are possible. Exploration drilling can involve
some noise and traffic to the site, perhaps some excavation, and the visual impact of the derrick, but this will
persist only for a period of weeks as the well is drilled. In any production phase the physical and visual footprint
is reduced with less traffic and barely noticeable surface structures. Development of the geothermal facilities
will involve some construction activities over a period of months, but this would be no more onerous or visually
impacting than normal urban construction activities.
The UK already has ample experience of onshore drilling of the nature required, especially in the areas under
consideration which have, for the most part, long been areas of hydrocarbon exploration. At Southampton,
ongoing geothermal production blends almost imperceptibly into the urban landscape.
Where Permo-Triassic reservoirs are used for potable (drinking) water supplies, it is important to avoid overlap
with geothermal exploitation, but the former is mostly limited to where the reservoirs are at relatively shallow
depth, and for exploration at depths greater than 1km little overlap is foreseen. Again, this can be more fully
integrated into mapping once more detailed site-specific investigations are undertaken, following the
preliminary AOI ranking.

5.6 P-T play element mapping Part B: Commercial elements
5.6.1 Heat demand mapping
As a proxy for heat demand mapping, Paetoro has at this stage used the data downloadable from Hotmaps
(https://www.hotmaps.hevs.ch/map) pertaining to buildings/heat density total. There are other inputs
available from the site that can be used to fine tune and embellish assumptions about heat demand. The one
for buildings has been deemed a suitable “first-stab”.
These maps have been used to delineate locations likely to have a significant heat demand. At this stage no apriori assumptions have been made about how large an agglomeration needs to be to become economic for
geothermally sourced heat consumption. The Mesozoic basin areas are shown in Figure 4. All significant
building-heat agglomerations within these areas for which a Sherwood Sandstone temperature of more than 30
degrees is inferred, are catalogued as areas of interest (AOI’s).
These AOI’s are ranked for heat demand, albeit crudely, according to these categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1=Major urban centre
2=High density suburb
3= Large high-density town
4=Moderate-density town or suburb
5=Smaller town/industrial area or lower density suburb
6=Village
7=Small village
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It may be that some of these ultimately prove below a future-derived economic threshold, but it is still useful to
catalogue them, as any such thresholds may change in the long-term future, and it can also identify areas where
new developments might be usefully located in order to harness a P-T geothermal resource. Making no a-priori
assumptions about what may or may not be possible in the future liberates us from dogmas that new innovations
and technologies have a history of overturning.
Henceforth the AOI’s defined by this initial heat-demand screening will be used as a filter to the remainder of
the play-mapping assessment, and so will be referred to as the “play-AOI’s”.
The heat demand AOI’s for the various basins and sub basins, as defined by the Hotmaps buildings total heat
density and Sherwood Sandstone estimate temperature are shown in Figure 11 to Figure 17. The rankings of the
AOI’s based on inferred heat demand character are presented in Figure 18 to Figure 24.

Figure 11: Heat Demand Areas of Interest (AOI) for Northern Ireland

Figure 12: Heat Demand Areas of Interest (AOI) for East Yorkshire
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Figure 13: Heat Demand Areas of Interest (AOI) for East Lincolnshire

Figure 14: Heat Demand Areas of Interest (AOI) for Cheshire Basin
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Figure 15: Heat Demand Areas of Interest (AOI) for Worcester Basin

Figure 16: Heat Demand Areas of Interest (AOI) for Wessex basin (W)
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Figure 17: Heat Demand Areas of Interest (AOI) for Wessex Basin (E)

Figure 18: Heat Demand AOI ranking Northern Ireland
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Figure 19: Heat Demand AOI ranking East Yorkshire

Figure 20: Heat Demand AOI ranking East Lincolnshire
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Figure 21:Heat Demand AOI ranking Cheshire Basin

Figure 22: Heat Demand AOI ranking Worcester Basin
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Figure 23: Heat Demand AOI ranking Wessex Basin (W)

Figure 24: Heat Demand AOI ranking Wessex Basin (E)

5.6.2 District heating networks in the UK
Although smaller district heating networks may exist in many residential and business contexts, the largest ones
currently present in the UK are listed and updated by the ADE on their website:
https://www.theade.co.uk/resources/guidance/district-heating-installation-map.
These networks are mostly related to hospitals, universities, and large residential developments, where the long
term presence of an institution is assured, and cost savings related to hot water provision therefore make good
sense even with an initial capital outlay. The ADE mapping has been used as an early commercial screening
element to the areas of interest.
A ranking of the play AOI’s for district heating network is made very simply at this stage into two categories:
•
•

1 = Large existing district heating network
5=No large existing district heating network
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Only a few of the AOI’s already have significant district heating networks located within them. They include
areas of Southampton, Portsmouth, Salisbury, Crewe, Chichester, and Hull. Figure 25 to Figure 27 show the
areas in more detail. In the other areas (e.g., Worcester Basin, Northern Ireland) there is no overlap of existing
district heating networks with the defined play AOI’s.

Figure 25: Existing Large District Heating Networks in the UK (ADE)

Figure 26: Wessex Basin PT-play AOI ranking by District Heating network presence
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Figure 27: Cheshire Basin and East Yorkshire/Lincolnshire Basin PT-play AOI ranking by District Heating network presence

5.7 P-T play element mapping Part C: Geotechnical elements
A variety of technical elements are used to provide a geotechnical ranking of the already defined play-AOI’s.
These include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inferred Sherwood Sandstone Temperature (BGS).
Inferred depth to the Base Permian, or if not available a top Sherwood Sandstone (BGS).
Thickness and quality issues of the Sherwood Sandstone, the most important reservoir unit (BGS).
An estimate of drilling difficulty based on depth and lithology issues.

All of these estimates are preliminary and scoping in nature. This list is not an exhaustive one and many more
elements can potentially be included. The above listing simply represents what information is readily available
or inferred from the public domain at this time. Most of the geotechnical elements are based on prior work by
BGS.
Some of the biggest unknowns not yet incorporated into the analysis include:
•

•

•

The ability of electromagnetic (e.g. magnetotelluric) and seismic exploration methods to further de-risk
reservoir presence, thickness, quality, and lateral extent in the AOI’s defined.
o In areas where there are significant urban or industrial developments, this may be difficult.
For electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic “noise” close to human activity can be a
detrimental factor and taking large vibro-seis trucks or dynamite (as are utilised in large
seismic surveys onshore in remote areas) through the middle of urban centres, is not an option.
o However, with new technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI) the capability for noise
reduction may be increased in the future. With seismic also, smaller sources are also quite
possible. It might not deliver the quality we are used to with modern seismic methods, but in
many cases the basic questions being asked of the Sherwood Reservoir thickness and lateral
extent may be quite basic, and smaller sources may be adequate for purpose.
The amount of disruption to the lateral extents of the reservoir through faulting and fracturing.
o On the negative side this can affect the deliverability in terms of water volumes, because the
reservoir is more “compartmentalised” (i.e. broken up into smaller connected volumes). On
the positive side, faults can sometimes increase connectivity to depth, which can locally
influence the rise of hotter fluids from depth, and local heat flow. Additionally, the fracturing
associated with faults can sometimes increase the permeability of the rock and assist with
production of the necessary volumes of water.
The reservoir quality of the reservoir – i.e. its ability to deliver the necessary volumes of water.
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o

•

This is controlled by thickness, porosity, and permeability, and lateral continuity, including any
structural factors such as mentioned above. These factors are already described in section
5.5.3.
Hazard and environmental factors.
o These are for the most part slight, as discussed in section 5.5.4, but as knowledge of individual
prioritised areas grows, will be able to be incorporated more fully.

5.7.1 Sherwood Sandstone Temperature
Inferred Sherwood Sandstone temperatures as published by BGS are already displayed in Figure 11 to Figure 17.
This parameter is one of those used to filter an initial area from the Mesozoic basins of the P-T geothermal
reservoir play. These maps are early 1980’s vintage estimates, and heat flow studies ongoing at UK universities,
notably those at the University of Newcastle, have the potential to increase the resolution of these Sherwood
Sandstone temperatures. These temperatures will be influenced by structures such as faults and by local
variations in lithology with their consequences for thermal conductivity and heat flow. These earlier BGS maps
are however fit for our purpose of creating an initial ranking of the play AOI’s.
The ranking maps for this play element are based on the following ranking categories for Sherwood Sandstone
temperature:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 = 80-90 deg C or 80+/-5 deg C
2 = 70-80 deg C
3 = 70 +/- 5 deg C
4 = 60-70 deg C
5 = 50 +/- 5 deg C
6 = 50-60 deg C
7 = 50 +/- 5 deg C
8 = 40-50 deg C
9 = 40 +/- 5 deg C
10 = 30-40 deg C

As mentioned in prior sections, there is no presumption that any of these temperature ranges can deliver an
economic resource at any particular location, though clearly as a general rule hotter is better. The priority at
this stage is simply to try and delineate areas of interest with a P-T geothermal resource of some kind and assess
the economics later on a more specific case-by-case basis.
The AOI rankings based on this play element are illustrated in Figure 28 to Figure 34.
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Figure 28: Northern Ireland Sherwood Sandstone Temperature AOI ranking

Figure 29: East Yorkshire Sherwood Sandstone Temperature AOI ranking
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Figure 30: East Lincolnshire Sherwood Sandstone Temperature AOI ranking

Figure 31: Cheshire Basin Sherwood Sandstone Temperature AOI ranking
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Figure 32: Worcester Basin Sherwood Sandstone Temperature AOI ranking

Figure 33: West Wessex Basin Sherwood Sandstone Temperature AOI ranking
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Figure 34: East Wessex Basin Sherwood Sandstone Temperature AOI ranking

5.7.2 Depth to reservoir(s)
The depth to reservoir is an important parameter. It impacts reservoir quality as poroperm tends to decrease
with depth - as compaction effects and precipitation of mineral cements increasingly occludes porosity (see
Figure 8). It is also one of the single-most important controls on cost and economic feasibility, as drilling cost
increases systematically with depth. The depths used are based on 1980’s BGS studies, as for Sherwood
Sandstone temperature. Higher resolution maps are likely to emerge from any more serious data collation and
acquisition, but the maps are adequate to facilitate an approximately national raking of the designated play
AOI’s.
Where depth to base Permian maps are available, these are used as a default, as this is the limit of the deepest
reservoir with likely geothermal potential – at least from the Permo-Triassic play under consideration in this
study. Where they are not available, Sherwood Sandstone depths are used instead, and as an approximate
guide, imagine a further 250-500m to reach base Permian (e.g. Cleethorpes-1 well, Figure 6). It could be much
more in some cases – at Larne-2 the difference is 1.5 km (Figure 6). In fact, this was one of the problems with
that well – it was envisaged in the eighties pre-drill that the Triassic Sherwood Sandstone would be deeper and
hotter.
The rankings for depth, when based on depth to Base Permian maps are as follows:
•
•
•
•

1= 0-1000m, 1000+/-500m and 1000-2000m
2=2000+/-500m, 2000-3000m
3=3000+/-500m, 3000-4000m
4=4000+/-500m

When only Sherwood Sandstone depth maps are available, the ranking is as follows:
•
•
•
•

1=0-800m, 1000+/-200m, 1200-1800m
2=2000+/-200m,
3=2200-2800m, 3000+/-200m
4=3200-3800m, 4000+/-200m

When neither map is available at an AOI location, a ranking of 5 is allocated:
•

5=Depth unlogged
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The BGS sourced maps used to provide a reservoir depth ranking are presented in Figure 35 to Figure 41 along
with the play AOIs. The depth rankings based on these maps are presented in Figure 42 to Figure 48.

Figure 35: Northern Ireland Base Permian Depth and AOIs

Figure 36: East Yorkshire Base Permian Depth and AOIs
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Figure 37: East Lincolnshire Base Permian Depth and AOIs

Figure 38: Cheshire Basin Base Permian Depth and AOIs
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Figure 39: Worcester Basin Base Permian Depth and AOIs

Figure 40: West Wessex Basin Sherwood Sandstone Depth
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Figure 41:East Wessex Basin Sherwood Sandstone Depth

Figure 42: Northern Ireland Reservoir Depth AOI ranking
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Figure 43: East Yorkshire Reservoir Depth AOI ranking

Figure 44: East Lincolnshire Reservoir Depth AOI ranking
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Figure 45: Cheshire Basin Reservoir Depth AOI ranking

Figure 46: Worcester Basin Reservoir Depth AOI ranking
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Figure 47:West Wessex Basin Reservoir Depth AOI ranking

Figure 48: East Wessex basin Reservoir Depth AOI ranking

5.7.3 Sherwood thickness and quality
As described in section 5.5.3 there are many different aspects to reservoir quality and only a few of those are
treated in the play mapping exercise at this stage. A decent reservoir geothermal resource – as a rule of thumb
– usually requires about 100m thickness with >50mD permeability and a good degree of lateral connectivity over
an area. As described more fully in section 5.5.3, Sherwood Sandstone has this potential in many areas, though
it is never guaranteed in any one location.
BGS in the eighties produced maps of Sherwood Sandstone thickness for most of the key Mesozoic Basin areas
relevant to the P-T geothermal play. These could be vastly improved by further data collation and acquisition
today, but they are nevertheless fit for the purpose of making an initial area ranking. These maps of Sherwood
Sandstone thickness from BGS are therefore used in an additional play-element ranking of this section.
In terms of other factors affecting quality, they are not for now incorporated in the play ranking. It is worth
nothing though that the Larne-2 well penetration found the presence of diagenetic cements (burial related
chemical precipitation from fluids) occluding porosity in some upper parts of the Sherwood Sandstone (Figure
41

6). As commented already in section 5.5.3, there is a possibility some of the more internal basins such as
Cheshire, Worcester, and Wessex basin are subject to greater internal structural complexity and stronger lateral
variations in thickness than Eastern England and Northern Ireland, but this awaits confirmation from further
data collation and for now is not included in the ranking workflow. It is likely to be much more complex at a local
scale than such generalisations suggest.
The AOI ranking according to Sherwood Sandstone thickness is therefore as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

1 = >=400m Sherwood Sandstone
2 = 200-400m Sherwood Sandstone
3 = 100-200m Sherwood Sandstone
5 = Thickness of Sherwood Sandstone unmapped
6 = <100m Sherwood Sandstone

Although Northern Ireland, Cheshire Basin, and Worcester basin have indicators suggesting a significant
thickness of Sherwood Sandstone present, for now, wherever maps of that particular parameter are not
available a ranking of 5 is allocated. It is the reservoir with the most assured thickness and poroperm character,
even if not guaranteed. The thicknesses maps of relevance are shown in Figure 49 to Figure 54. The associated
thickness based AOI rankings are shown in Figure 55 to Figure 60.

Figure 49: Sherwood Sandstone Thickness and AOIs Northern Ireland
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Figure 50: Sherwood Sandstone Thickness and AOIs East Yorkshire

Figure 51: Sherwood Sandstone Thickness and AOIs East Lincolnshire
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Figure 52: Permo-Triassic thickness (isopach) and AOIs Worcester Basin

Figure 53: Sherwood Sandstone Thickness and AOIs, West Wessex Basin
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Figure 54: Sherwood Sandstone Thickness and AOIs, East Wessex Basin

Figure 55: Northern Ireland Sherwood Sandstone Thickness AOI ranking
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Figure 56: East Yorkshire Sherwood Sandstone Thickness AOI ranking

Figure 57: East Lincolnshire Sherwood Sandstone Thickness AOI ranking
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Figure 58: Cheshire & Worcester Basin Sherwood Sandstone Thickness AOI ranking

Figure 59: West Wessex Basin Sherwood Sandstone Thickness AOI ranking

Figure 60: East Wessex Basin Sherwood Sandstone Thickness AOI ranking
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5.7.4 Drilling Difficulty
Deep drilling onshore UK has been undertaken for many decades in the context of hydrocarbon exploration,
especially in the Permo-Triassic basins also being discussed here for geothermal resource. It is not as a general
rule difficult in technical terms to reach the depths under consideration of 1-4km.
Many local factors such as access to water and electrical grid, and road access, as well as lithological
considerations and depth of target, can influence the relative difficulty, but none of the areas in question pose
particular challenges to modern drilling techniques. Compared to the deep high-pressure high-temperature gas
wells to depths approaching 6km in parts of the North Sea, any boreholes to the P-T reservoir in the AOI’s of this
study are routine. Nevertheless, some broad differentiations are possible within the AOI’s under consideration,
to distinguish areas that might have an extra challenge or two. These are not challenges that pose a significant
threat to being able to complete the well, rather they reflect a parameter that could increase the cost of drilling.
In that context only two real additional discount factors are considered in the ranking, and all other wells are
assigned a ranking of 1. In Northern Ireland, a significant thickness of hard igneous rocks – the basalt lava flows
erupted at the onset of Atlantic Ocean Formation – are thick and cover extensive areas in the overlying section
above the target reservoir, termed the “overburden”. While certainly not impossible to drill, they are hard
enough to slow operations down. This increases the duration and cost of drilling operations. Virtually all
Northern Ireland areas are in this context discounted to a ranking of 3. The only area not discounted is near to
the Larne-2 well – one of the few areas where these igneous rocks are absent (and presumably this was one of
the reasons for site selection – see Figure 6 and Figure 61). This may be an overly cautious approach and in
some areas the basalt may be thin and fairly easy to penetrate, but the initial assumption made here is that it is
not.
Similarly, areas where the depth of the deepest base-Permian target is deeper than 3km do not pose any
problem in terms of reaching the target, but they increase the time taken to drill to target, and hence the cost.
Such areas are therefore discounted to a ranking of 5. Only one site in Northern Ireland trips this threshold and
the remainder are all in the Cheshire Basin. Although the Sherwood Sandstone represents the main geothermal
reservoir target in the Permo-Triassic play, it is assumed any drilling would also test the deepest units that could
possess any potential, and they lie near the base Permian depths.
The drilling ranking basis is, in summary:
•
•
•

1 = No particular issue
3 = Overburden basalt
5 = 3km or deeper (to deepest base Permian target)
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Figure 61: Overburden basalt extent, Northern Ireland

Figure 62: Drilling Difficulty AOI ranking Northern Ireland and Cheshire Basin

5.8 P-T play element mapping Part E: Combined Results – AOI
Ranking
5.8.1 Introduction to combined results
A full tabulated listing of all the results is provided in appendix B (section 10). Having ranked each defined play
element in sections 5.6 and 5.7, the individual elements can be combined to provide an overall score for each
area of interest. This can theoretically be done in many ways. If one parameter is considered more important,
it can be weighted accordingly. Given the very general scoping nature of this study it is considered that excessive
degrees of sophistication are neither required nor justified, and the individual element ranking have simply been
summed. This results in an overall ranking score between a best value of 12 and a worst value of 33. However,
for all of the 334 AOI’s defined an individual ranking can also be assigned. This is done by assigning a certain
hierarchy to the play elements. Firstly, the overall summed ranking score is prioritised, and then in sequence
the following individual play elements are characterised to provide an individual ordering rank of all 334 AOIs:
1.

District Heating Network Presence
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Heat Demand
Sherwood Sandstone Thickness
Sherwood Sandstone Temperature
Base Permian Depth or proxy
Drilling Difficulty
All ese being equal, AOI Area (largest best)

If it is considered that certain Sherwood temperatures are non-viable, then all those sites below a certain
threshold temperature can be discarded and a new ranking derived from the above overall rank. This has been
done for 50 deg C, 60 deg C, and 70 deg C. In addition, the view can be taken that only Sherwood Sandstone
thicknesses greater than 100m will be economically viable. This additional filter has been applied to provide
new rankings for the 50, 60, 70 deg C iterations above.
It should be noted that these maps are all based on the 1980’s vintage estimation of Sherwood Sandstone
temperature. More accurate modern estimates may significantly adjust perception, and the large thicknesses
of the Sherwood Sandstone in places means that temperatures at its base could be significantly larger than those
indicated in the maps of section 5.7.1. used in the ranking process. Local occurrence of additional welldeveloped Permian units deeper and hotter than the Sherwood Sandstone is not included in these rankings and
could also boost some areas such as the Cheshire and Worcester Basins.

5.8.2 Summed play element rankings, all AOIs
The figures in this section represent the totalled sum of each play-element’s ranking for each of the 334 AOI’s.
The best possible score in theory is 6 and the worst 39, but the AOI’s actually range between 12 and 33. Results
are listed in Figure 63 to Figure 65.

Figure 63: Summed play element rankings Northern Ireland and Eastern England
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Figure 64: Summed play element rankings Cheshire and Worcester Basins

Figure 65: Summed play element rankings Wessex Basin

5.8.3 Individual AOI rankings
The figures in this section take the ranked values of section 5.8.2 and apply an additional ordering as defined by
a hierarchical play-element sequence outlined in section 5.8.1. This results in an individual sequential ranking
for each AOI nationwide, ranging from 1 to 334. Results are listed in Figure 66 to Figure 68 (see also a tabulated
listing in appendix B, section 10).
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Figure 66: Individual AOI rankings Northern Ireland and Eastern England

Figure 67: Individual AOI rankings Cheshire and Worcester Basins
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Figure 68: Individual AOI rankings Wessex Basin

5.8.4 Region AOI rankings
In addition to the national rankings of each of the AOI’s as provided in section 5.8.3, it is possible to consider
the highest ranked areas by region. Four regions are differentiated in this way:
•
•
•
•

Northern Ireland (NI) – 17 AOIs
Eastern England (EE) – 71 AOIs
West Midlands (WM) – 39 AOIs
Southern England (SE) – 207 AOIs

The colour scheme for the regions is defined by that of the one with most AOIs (i.e. 207 in Southern England)
which means the colour grading is less useful for other regions, but the labels display the individual rankings for
each region.

Figure 69: Individual Region AOI Rankings for West Midlands, Easter England, and Northern Ireland
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Figure 70: Individual Region AOI Rankings for Wessex Basin

5.8.5 Individual AOI rankings > 50 deg C only
As discussed, the initial AOI net is cast very wide, so as to make no presumptions about what might be possible
in the future in terms of geothermal reservoir resource development. However, it might reasonably be
considered at this stage of consideration that reservoir temperatures of various thresholds are important. This
section therefore applies a ranking only to those AOI’s where the main [upper] Sherwood Sandstone target is
inferred to have temperatures of 50 deg C or more. The section also provides a ranking with a second filter,
based on those AOI’s where the main Sherwood Sandstone thicknesses are thought to exceed 100m (from the
BGS maps presented in section 5.7.3). Results are presented in Figure 71 to Figure 75.
5.8.5.1

With no thickness screening

Figure 71: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 50 deg C; Northern Ireland, East Yorkshire, East Lincolnshire
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Figure 72: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 50 deg C; Cheshire and Worcester Basins

Figure 73: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 50 deg C; Wessex Basin

5.8.5.2

With >100m Sherwood thickness filter
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Figure 74: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 50 deg C & 100m; Northern Ireland, East Yorkshire, East Lincolnshire

Figure 75: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 50 deg C & 100m; Wessex Basin

5.8.6 Individual AOI rankings > 60 deg C only
The approach here is exactly as outlined in section 5.8.5 but for temperatures above 60 deg C. Results are
presented in Figure 76 and Figure 77.
5.8.6.1

With no thickness screening
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Figure 76: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 60 deg C; Wessex Basin and Northern Ireland

5.8.6.2

With >100m Sherwood thickness filter

Figure 77: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 60 deg C & 100m; Wessex Basin and Northern Ireland

5.8.7 Individual AOI rankings > 70deg C only
The approach here is exactly as outlined in section 5.8.5 but for temperatures above 70 deg C. Results are
presented in Figure 78 to Figure 80.
5.8.7.1

With no thickness screening
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Figure 78: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 70 deg C; Wessex Basin

5.8.7.2

With >100m Sherwood thickness filter

Figure 79: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 70 deg C & 100m; Wessex Basin
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Figure 80: Rankings filtered for Sherwood Sandstone >= 70 deg C & 100m; Wessex Basin Core Area

6 Conclusions of the play mapping
Recall that the objective of this document is not to provide a final technical view. Rather its key purposes have
been to:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Illustrate what workflows are possible even at a rudimentary stage of analysis, that can fully list and
prioritise areas of interest, to help focus further evaluations.
o These are acknowledged to need further modifications and inputs, but they hopefully serve to
“get things rolling” and spark technical and commercial imaginations.
Without making any presumptions about what can be economic, either now or in the future,
demonstrate the widespread scale of a Permo-Triassic geothermal reservoir resource in the UK to state
planners and other potential investors.
o A resource, that if developed with district heating networks, may be able to help significantly
reduce the UK emissions which are currently expended on gas and oil heating.
Provide an initial draft review to geothermal technical professionals around the UK, for correction and
modification, and highlight some very specific areas for more detailed technical studies.
Pay particular attention to Northern Ireland, and the benefits and issues associated with the resource
there.

The initial selection of AOI’s with a Sherwood Sandstone resource > 30 deg C amounts to 334 individual sites.
This serves to illustrate the scale of the resource, but in terms of forward planning at these early stages of play
development a tighter filtering is required. A more stringently filtered ranking which looks at temperatures >50
deg C and only sites where thicknesses of the Sherwood Sandstone are thought to exceed 100m, still provides
96 sites nationally, as listed in Table 1 and Table 2. It is suggested this is a good template to begin further
studies, though clearly modifications will be required as new information comes to light – including thorough
review of this study by other technical professionals.
It can be seen that these sites are firmly dominated by the Southern England Weald/Wessex Basin, however a
sprinkling of sites occurs from Eastern England, and Northern Ireland. While the Cheshire and Worcester Basins
do not feature in these lists, that is in part due to the focus on the [upper] Sherwood Sandstone in this study,
and the state of their mapping in the early eighties maps that form this study’s basis. Ongoing work on these
basins by the University of Durham and others likely provides more light on their potential, perhaps in deeper
thick Sherwood Sandstone or other Permian units. Such work will be important to include in ongoing studies.
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Whatever the case, it is a central conclusion of this study that a wealth of interesting sites exist for further
examination and evaluation, and the quantity of these sites throughout different regions of the UK should be
sufficient to engage further interest. An interest from technical professionals, investors, and state organisations
responsible for long term energy planning.

Table 1: The top 50 sites involving temperatures >50degC and thickness >100m at Sherwood Sandstone level
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Table 2: The remaining sites involving temperatures >50 degC and thickness >100m at Sherwood Sandstone level

7 Specific implications for Northern Ireland
7.1 Issues highlighted by the call to evidence
As outlined in the call-to-evidence guidelines, there are some critical points which make alternative sources of
heating especially important for Northern Ireland. These include:
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Heat accounts for 50% of Northern Ireland’s primary energy need – even more than the UK nationally
(~45%).
Heating accounts typically accounts for 52% of household energy bills, with fuel poverty (energy >10%
of household spending) affecting 22% of households.
Unlike other parts of the UK, more expensive home heating oil is dominant in provision of household
heating, present in 68% of households, with associated implications for pollution.
Solid fuel use for heating is higher than in other parts of the UK.
While 267,000 homes are connected to gas, with connections available for a further 200,000, this is not
a long-term route to diminishing UK CO2 emissions, and connectivity in many rural areas where
agricultural use is high also is anyway limited.
At present there are few substantial district heating networks, especially in the areas where a
geothermal resource is located, so national or regional government incentives to assist their
construction is a likely pre-requisite for any geothermal development.
There is little detailed location matching to energy resource to promote efficiencies, and little detailed
mapping of heat demand for assistance in district heat network planning. This study aims to go some
initial way to help advance that situation.
Aggressive targets of a 35% reduction in Northern Ireland emissions by 2030 are unlikely to be met
without radical changes in heating infrastructure for the 800 000 buildings in Northern Ireland.
The rural agricultural and horticultural nature of much land-use in Northern Ireland may lend itself to
greenhouse developments of the type driving so much geothermal development in countries like the
Netherlands.
Urban and rural community renewal is a priority for many parts of Northern Ireland, and the new
opportunities afforded by geothermal exploration, production, reliable cheap & clean heating, and
integration with new district heating infrastructures, will be a welcome boost to town and county
economies.

Any progress in geothermal resource exploitation in Northern Ireland is closely related to the development of
district heating network infrastructure and incentives. Discussions with companies involved in such networks
and component facilities must form an important element of any geothermal resource forward planning. These
networks can also access heat generated by other means from a host of renewable energy sources, so any
burden is not carried solely on the success of any geothermal endeavour.
The specifics of what can work for any geothermal site in Northern Ireland is highly dependent on many variables
at any one site, and that is why attempts like that of this study to focus attention on some high priority areas is
important. A significant number of different sites is also important to help spread the unavoidable geological
risk associated with geothermal exploration. The success of a geothermal endeavour depends not just on
technical success, but also on the water temperature needs of the consumers, and whether direct use or heat
pump technology is necessary – the latter significantly affecting economics and engineering feasibility. This is
discussed more fully in section 5.4.

7.2 Pertinent results of this study to Norther Ireland
If one is to examine Figure 66 to Figure 68, at first glance the story might seem slightly discouraging for Northern
Ireland in terms of the relative ranking to other sites nationally. However, a more accurate picture is provided
by Figure 74, where a further filter of Sherwood sandstone thickness > 100m and temperature >50 deg C is
applied. In this ranking, Northern Irish sites are still not the highest ranked, but a number sit happily in the top
third, most notably those around Antrim, Randalstown, Bushmills, Aldergrove, Toomebridge, and western
outskirts of Ballymena. It cannot be emphasised enough that this study is a very imperfect, very preliminary
screening, and that further evaluations may change site rankings nationally significantly – up or down. These
rankings are just a place to start.
Factors acting in Northern Ireland’s favour are the likely widely distributed nature of the Sherwood Sandstone,
with appreciable thickness, occurring to depths where temperatures become interesting. The more rural aspect
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of Northern Ireland may facilitate application of more geophysical exploration methods than is possible in other
regions.
Factors that are less favourable include the presence of overburden basalts in most areas that make drilling to
depth a longer and costlier exercise. The Larne-2 well also found evidence that in that location, some diagenetic
processes (burial related chemical changes and precipitation) have diminished the reservoir quality in the
deepest “silicified zone” Sherwood Sandstone (Figure 6). We have no real idea at this point how widespread a
phenomenon this is.
It is worth noting that the same widespread heat flow event that produced the extensive Northern Irish basalts
around 65 million years ago, may also have engendered widespread hydrothermal fluid circulation at that time,
and such fluids may have deposited diagenetic cements such as those impairing the Larne-2 reservoir in many
places. That said, even at Larne-2 good amounts of better-quality Sherwood Sandstone are still present in the
upper section, so that risk should not impede further exploration in itself. The Larne-2 well was not acclaimed
as a success at the time of drilling because higher temperatures were being sought, based on an assumption
that the upper Sherwood Sandstone was deeper. It proved shallower than expected. Modern exploration
methods can help mitigate against such eventualities, though basalt cover again provides a challenge even today,
to pre-drill subsurface estimations of reservoir extent (Figure 61).
It is therefore a conclusion of this study that while geothermal exploration in Northern Ireland is not without
issue, there are aspects that make it an especially good place to initiate further investigations of a wider UK
resource. Paetoro Consulting UK Ltd. would welcome further interaction with relevant organisations and
technical professionals in Northern Ireland to facilitate this. A tabulated listing of the various results for
Northern Irish AOI’s presented in figures throughout this document, is presented in Table 3 to Table 5.

Table 3: Northern Ireland AOI rank listings in national and regional context
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Table 4: Northern Ireland AOI play-element ranks and summation

Table 5: Northern Ireland AOI play-element descriptions

8 P-T workshop proposal feedback and action point
suggestions
8.1 Background
Paetoro Consulting UK ltd has been developing thoughts on UK geothermal resource leading to this study, since
2017 and “sounding-out” other geoscience, drilling, and heat-pump professionals in the UK, Europe, and United
States. Early in 2020 (late January, early February) Paetoro circulated an informal document to a number of
professionals interested in the subject, asking for feedback on a possible workshop addressing the subject. An
example scope was provided to spark discussion, along the lines of that presented in Figure 81.
In total, the suggestion was sent to 31 individuals, of whom some 21 responded with interest (68%). Some also
kindly provided more detailed feedback. The verbal and written responders have included:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UK Geothermal company staff & CEO’s
UK District Heating/Heat Pump/Refrigeration company staff & CEO’s
UK & NI Geological Survey staff & CEO’s
UK University staff professors and post graduate students
Dutch and UK drilling professionals
BEIS staff
UK and Netherlands geophysical and geothermal/geoscience consultants.

Their responses have been collated for ongoing discussions within the interested community.
Since that time my own thoughts have evolved and have been supplemented by the kind contributions of those
who did respond. The subsequent appearance of COVID-19 has also of course added another factor to the ways
forward that are practical in the short term.

Figure 81: UK Permo-Triassic Geothermal Reservoir workshop proposal circulated early in 2020

8.2 Way forward
In light of feedback and the ongoing COVID-19 situation, my current suggestions for action points include:
•

•

•

Postpone any formal workshop to engage in ongoing online & thematically driven conversations with
interested parties in groups of 3 or 4, (perhaps occasionally more) to develop/mature approaches to
the subject.
o This is in part due to the COVID-19 situation, but also a recognition that further focus and
maturation of technical data collation is desirable first, before undertaking a major workshop.
o Also, while enthusiastic for the cause, the time and costs involved with organising a workshop
at this point would be non-trivial for Paetoro Consulting UK Ltd amidst other client
commitments. Financial assistance from some organisation(s) willing to sponsor the workshop
venue cost for meeting room hire and refreshments is desirable before progressing.
Focus on the geotechnical elements first and foremost, guided by the prioritised AOI’s in this study (or
any more informed modifications proposed by participants). This should include subsurface and drilling
technical aspects, including any issues with the specific sites proposed from a drilling/HSE perspective.
Postpone any detailed engineering, social licence, and economic discussions until the size and/or way
forward with the technical resource is better quantified. That is not to ignore these aspects, just to
realise that quantitative studies are impossible until some more detailed idea of the size of resource is
available and technically justifiable at individual sites.
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•

•

•

Use the pool of experience amongst participates to get a more detailed picture of the data already
available, and the exploration methods feasible. This to include proven, in-development, and new “atthe-frontier” innovations or concepts.
o I am aware that a lot of excellent work is ongoing at various institutions around the UK, and in
Europe, and the haste with which this document has been prepared has limited the amount
of interactive review prior to submission. Further ground-truthing discussions are required
and will be undertaken with them.
The focus of this study is the Permo-Triassic geothermal reservoir play – but scope exists to interact
with other styles of geothermal resource also currently being explored in the UK, to share resources
and learnings. This includes mine-water, radiothermal granite, and Palaeozoic carbonate and clastic
sourced resources (see section 9.1, item 1).
Devote further resources to understanding the logistics and engineering challenges of heat pump
deployment, not in a detailed form at this point, but so as to recognise any clearly blind trails before
they are embarked down too far.

9 Further Information
9.1 Paetoro linked-in articles on UK geothermal:
Some links to public domain articles from Linked-in are provided below:
1.

May 2017: The UK geothermal potential and related investment models:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/from-outside-looking-risk-money-public-uk-deep-onshore-davewaters/

2.

December 2019: Some specifics of the Permo-Triassic Play in UK:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/investing-geothermal-uk-ready-thinking-bigger-dave-waters/

3.

January 2020: The concept of commercially integrated geothermal play mapping:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/commercially-integrated-geothermal-play-modelling-warm-davewaters/

9.2 References & Further Reading
This is a non-exhaustive list but provides some of the key references used in this study, and suggestions for
further reading. A fuller literature search is under way to refine analysis and will form an important part of
ongoing work.
BGS (Downing et al.), 1982: Geothermal Aspects f the Larne No. 2 Borehole
BGS (Downing et al.), 1982: Investigation of the geothermal potential of the UK
BGS (Kirby, compiler), 1985: Cleethorpes No. 1 Geothermal Well: Geological Well Completion report.
BGS, 1986: Geothermal Energy: The Potential in the United Kingdom – Ed’s Downing and Gray.
DECC, 2013: Deep Geothermal Review Study, Final Report.
Hirst et al. 2015: UK Low Enthalpy Geothermal Resources: the Cheshire Basin Proceedings World Geothermal
Congress 2015, p. 1-9.
Meadows and Beach, 1993: Controls on Reservoir quality in the Triassic Sherwood Sandstone of the Irish Sea,
In: Petroleum Geology of Northwest Geology, Proceedings of the 4th Conference, Ed. Parker J.R., p 823-833.
Newell and Shariapitour, 2016: Linking outcrop analogue with flow stimulation to reduce uncertainty in subsurface carbon capture and storage: an example from the Sherwood Sandstone Group of the Wessex Basin, UK.
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In: Bowman et al (Eds) The Value of Outcrop Studies in Reducing Subsurface Uncertainty and Risk in Hydrocarbon
Exploration and Production, Geol. Soc. Lond Spec. Publ. 436, p. 231-246.
Olden et al., 2014: Geomechanical Modelling of CO2 geological storage with use of sit specific rock mechanics
laboratory data.
Townsend et al., 2020: (in press): “On the Rocks” – Exploring Business Models for Geothermal heat in the Land
of Scotch; Abstract in IGA World Geothermal Congress Reykjavik 2020 listings (now postponed to 2021)
https://pangea.stanford.edu/ERE/db/WGC/Abstract.php?PaperID=6172
Warrington and Ivimey-Cook, 1992: Triassic, In: Geol. Soc. Lond. Memoirs v. 13 Atlas of Palaeogeography and
Lithofacies p 93-106.

10 Appendices
10.1 Appendix A: Contact details
Communications regarding this document can be undertaken through:
Dave Waters
Director Paetoro Consulting UK Ltd.
email: dave.waters@paetoro.com
m: 07811406238
It is the intention to make this report and further supporting documentation available from www.paetoro.com

10.2 Appendix B: AOI results listing
The following appendix represents a tabular listing of all results for all AOI’s. All results are shown, but they are
ranked in the table by the overall AOI rank presented in section 5.8.3. Apologies for the small font. Copies of
the listing are available on request.
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Table 6: AOI listing, AOI's ranked 1-43
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Table 7: AOI listing, AOI's ranked 44-86
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Table 8: AOI listing, AOI's ranked 87-131
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Table 9: AOI listing, AOI's ranked 132-176
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Table 10: AOI listing, AOI's ranked 177-221
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Table 11: AOI listing, AOI's ranked 222-266
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Table 12: AOI listing, AOI's ranked 267-311
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Table 13: AOI listing, AOI's ranked 312-334
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10.3 Appendix C: Abstract/Cover letter
The 2020’s are rapidly becoming an extraordinary time of energy diversification. This study looks at a particular
geological age of reservoir widespread throughout the UK that may have potential as a geothermal warm/hot
water resource for use in district heating networks and other applications, with use of heat pump technologies
where necessary. This is important because heating forms 45% of the UK’s primary energy needs and even more,
- 50%, in Northern Ireland. The ability of district heating networks to be used with other renewable sources
means geothermal resources need not carry all the burden of instigating such networks alone and are just one
weapon in a growing arsenal of options for energy diversification.
This is not a final technical document, rather its aims are to:
•
•

•

•
•

Highlight a workflow that can be used to prioritise areas of interest on even basic publicly available
information. Other organisations with access to better data may be able to significantly improve it.
Specifically, name areas so that more detailed studies can initiate in earnest on an initial pool of
prioritised sites, with focussed data collation and acquisition, and consideration of commercial
questions.
Draw attention to the inevitable geological risk involved, but also to how “think-big” portfolio-based
strategies in public-private partnership are a way of managing this risk and attracting greater attention
from investors.
Illustrate that the resource has the scale to justify consideration of such an approach.
Discuss some of the key technical and commercial issues affecting exploration and exploitation of the
resource.

The study makes no a-priori assumption about the feasibility of this resource. The economics depend on many
variables and more detailed study at particular sites – but analysis workflows of the more general nature
illustrated here are necessary to empower such analysis at specific sites. The net is cast very wide, with no
assumptions made about what might be economic now or in the future. The first job has been to demonstrate
the scale of the resource.
334 sites exist nationwide with some existing heat demand and temperatures > 30 deg C inferred at PermoTriassic levels. 96 are documented where the best performing unit is greater than 100m thick, and temperatures
are greater than 50 deg C at the same level. 96 sites is a sufficient quantity to start contemplating a portfoliobased approach that shares risk and elevates the scale of potential reward - to a level that is very interesting. It
seems significant enough to warrant serious consideration in national and regional strategic planning of energy,
and the attention of long-term energy investors.
The particular applications for Northern Ireland are considered as part of the Northern Ireland Dept. of the
Economy Energy Strategy call to evidence due on 20 March 2020. Many organisations around the UK and Europe
are involved in study and development of such geothermal resources, and this document is seen an exercise in
“kite-flying” to spark further discussion with a wide range of technical and commercial professionals in
government, business, and academia. It represents an initial “scoping” stage of an ongoing process that will be
subject to further modification and correction.
Dave Waters March 2020.
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